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About This Game

Toby: The Secret Mine

A challenging puzzle platformer inspired by games like Limbo and Badland.

A peaceful way of life in a small village in the mountains was thrown into disorder. Someone has kidnapped most of it’s
residents. A couple of brave hearts tried to rescue their friends but none of them has returned. Little Toby didn’t want to just sit
and wait so he decided to find them by himself. He went to the near deep forest but he soon realized this is just a beginning of a

big adventure.

Go with Toby on an eerie adventure in a dark and creepy world full of dangerous situations, enemies and challenging puzzles.

Features:
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Various beautifully handcrafted environments and great visual effects

Lots Of Different Puzzles

Many dangerous and challenging traps and enemies

Controller support

Many hours of fun

Get lost in the shadows and pray you find your way out.
...
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I love VR experiences that take you out of your normal world and this is one of the best. I am not an opera fan, but this is really
up there with the top VR astonishing visits. Highly recommended.. Simple, pretty, and easy enough for a child.
This game is pretty good value for an adult, and would be great value for a child.
Simple puzzles, pretty rainbows and butterflies and clouds.
It is so G-rated that you will feel like floating.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/IfZgIDe9ELM. If you wanted more of a challenge out of the base game then you will absolutely love this
DLC, it plays around with level design in ways that are almost as entertaining as they are frustrating. There are several places
where you will need to be quick, with little to no margin for error. The different level designs are very refreshing and fun to run
around in. This content delivers a new experience to the game rather than just contributing new levels.. This game took all the
improvements of 2 and Brotherhood and did nothing to make it stand out. There was less diversity in gameplay, the setting and
story. This game is filled with flaws, whether it is scripted NPC's not loading (or loading on top of you), getting stuck in the
environment, or CTD's during load screens. The biggest issue is a major character lag. This can be fixed by deleting a specific
file, however this doesn't seem to work for everyone. The DLC for this game is a romp through the worst first person
platforming in existence. My advice is to stay away from this one.. Better than ATLAS. I've really enjoyed playing through it..
Bought on sale.

Starts up and works good on Win 8 SL.

Basicaly same genre and idea of Pride of Nations. Must be same developers.

Would not buy for more than $7 or get it on sale.

Looks like it could be a good game. Need to spend more time on it though.

Do work through the tutorials. It helps.. You must have this, If you are RACE 07 owner who like GT car.
Recommend to be put GT Power Pack (included in RACE Injection) together.. I actually really like this track. It's beautiful and
scenic, and has cool bankings.
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Not nearly as much fun as it looks. Figgity controls and bad physics make winning and losing almost completely random. I really
liked its atmosphere but overall it's a waist of time.. I bet you bought it because you're a fan of Mach 3 games. ( \u0361\u00b0
\u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)

Personally I'm not a huge fan of matching games (candy crush, Hunie Pop, etc.) but this one is rather nice.
+
+ affordable (however I think the price could be lower)
+ has cute girls
+ easy to play
+ runs on pretty much any hardware

-
- can't change resolution in-game
- the music gets annoying after a while (I don't see an option to turn it off)
- literally nothing, just buy it already!. I loved this chapter so much!. Can s\u0131k\u0131nt\u0131s\u0131nda
oynamal\u0131k biraz dandik. Great Puzzle Game. Just give it a try. I really hope to have more players in there soon.. I
would not recommend this game. It is a decent game, fairly easy, but the graphics glitch like crazy, I can't stand to play
it mostly for that. It's a bit buggy, but for less than a dollar, that's okay. What I really, really dislike is that the controls
aren't really up and down, it's a slight angle, making you have to adjust every little bit you move, it's a pain. Make the
camera actually straight, and I'd have liked this much, much more.

Sorry Dev's, just update it and you'll make a lot more people happy.. It was my first time experiencing a visual horror
novel and it was awesome! I liked making my own choices and just reading the lines. However, I wish I could walk
around, because after an hour you kinda get bored of reading. By the way, what you\u2019re doing is amazing. Getting
to experience things like this game for such a small price is really eye opening!. PLEASE I WANT MY CD KEY ...
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